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  Botnets Craig Schiller,James R.
Binkley,2011-04-18 The book begins with real world
cases of botnet attacks to underscore the need for
action. Next the book will explain botnet
fundamentals using real world examples. These
chapters will cover what they are, how they
operate, and the environment and technology that
makes them possible. The following chapters will
analyze botnets for opportunities to detect,
track, and remove them. Then the book will
describe intelligence gathering efforts and
results obtained to date. Public domain tools like
OurMon, developed by Jim Binkley of Portland State
University, will be described in detail along with
discussions of other tools and resources that are
useful in the fight against Botnets. This is the
first book to explain the newest internet threat -
Botnets, zombie armies, bot herders, what is being
done, and what you can do to protect your
enterprise Botnets are the most complicated and
difficult threat the hacker world has unleashed -
read how to protect yourself
  The Security Development Lifecycle Michael
Howard,Steve Lipner,2006 Your customers demand and
deserve better security and privacy in their
software. This book is the first to detail a
rigorous, proven methodology that measurably
minimizes security bugs--the Security Development
Lifecycle (SDL). In this long-awaited book,
security experts Michael Howard and Steve Lipner
from the Microsoft Security Engineering Team guide
you through each stage of the SDL--from education
and design to testing and post-release. You get
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their first-hand insights, best practices, a
practical history of the SDL, and lessons to help
you implement the SDL in any development
organization. Discover how to: Use a streamlined
risk-analysis process to find security design
issues before code is committed Apply secure-
coding best practices and a proven testing process
Conduct a final security review before a product
ships Arm customers with prescriptive guidance to
configure and deploy your product more securely
Establish a plan to respond to new security
vulnerabilities Integrate security discipline into
agile methods and processes, such as Extreme
Programming and Scrum Includes a CD featuring: A
six-part security class video conducted by the
authors and other Microsoft security experts
Sample SDL documents and fuzz testing tool PLUS--
Get book updates on the Web. For customers who
purchase an ebook version of this title,
instructions for downloading the CD files can be
found in the ebook.
  Malware Analysis Using Artificial Intelligence
and Deep Learning Mark Stamp,Mamoun Alazab,Andrii
Shalaginov,2020-12-20 This book is focused on the
use of deep learning (DL) and artificial
intelligence (AI) as tools to advance the fields
of malware detection and analysis. The individual
chapters of the book deal with a wide variety of
state-of-the-art AI and DL techniques, which are
applied to a number of challenging malware-related
problems. DL and AI based approaches to malware
detection and analysis are largely data driven and
hence minimal expert domain knowledge of malware
is needed. This book fills a gap between the
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emerging fields of DL/AI and malware analysis. It
covers a broad range of modern and practical DL
and AI techniques, including frameworks and
development tools enabling the audience to
innovate with cutting-edge research advancements
in a multitude of malware (and closely related)
use cases.
  Art of Computer Virus Research and Defense, The,
Portable Documents Peter Szor,2005-02-03
Symantec's chief antivirus researcher has written
the definitive guide to contemporary virus
threats, defense techniques, and analysis tools.
Unlike most books on computer viruses, The Art of
Computer Virus Research and Defense is a reference
written strictly for white hats: IT and security
professionals responsible for protecting their
organizations against malware. Peter Szor
systematically covers everything you need to know,
including virus behavior and classification,
protection strategies, antivirus and worm-blocking
techniques, and much more. Szor presents the
state-of-the-art in both malware and protection,
providing the full technical detail that
professionals need to handle increasingly complex
attacks. Along the way, he provides extensive
information on code metamorphism and other
emerging techniques, so you can anticipate and
prepare for future threats. Szor also offers the
most thorough and practical primer on virus
analysis ever published—addressing everything from
creating your own personal laboratory to
automating the analysis process. This book's
coverage includes Discovering how malicious code
attacks on a variety of platforms Classifying
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malware strategies for infection, in-memory
operation, self-protection, payload delivery,
exploitation, and more Identifying and responding
to code obfuscation threats: encrypted,
polymorphic, and metamorphic Mastering empirical
methods for analyzing malicious code—and what to
do with what you learn Reverse-engineering
malicious code with disassemblers, debuggers,
emulators, and virtual machines Implementing
technical defenses: scanning, code emulation,
disinfection, inoculation, integrity checking,
sandboxing, honeypots, behavior blocking, and much
more Using worm blocking, host-based intrusion
prevention, and network-level defense strategies
  Malware Forensics Cameron H. Malin,Eoghan
Casey,James M. Aquilina,2008-08-08 Malware
Forensics: Investigating and Analyzing Malicious
Code covers the complete process of responding to
a malicious code incident. Written by authors who
have investigated and prosecuted federal malware
cases, this book deals with the emerging and
evolving field of live forensics, where
investigators examine a computer system to collect
and preserve critical live data that may be lost
if the system is shut down. Unlike other forensic
texts that discuss live forensics on a particular
operating system, or in a generic context, this
book emphasizes a live forensics and evidence
collection methodology on both Windows and Linux
operating systems in the context of identifying
and capturing malicious code and evidence of its
effect on the compromised system. It is the first
book detailing how to perform live forensic
techniques on malicious code. The book gives deep
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coverage on the tools and techniques of conducting
runtime behavioral malware analysis (such as file,
registry, network and port monitoring) and static
code analysis (such as file identification and
profiling, strings discovery, armoring/packing
detection, disassembling, debugging), and more. It
explores over 150 different tools for malware
incident response and analysis, including forensic
tools for preserving and analyzing computer
memory. Readers from all educational and technical
backgrounds will benefit from the clear and
concise explanations of the applicable legal case
law and statutes covered in every chapter. In
addition to the technical topics discussed, this
book also offers critical legal considerations
addressing the legal ramifications and
requirements governing the subject matter. This
book is intended for system administrators,
information security professionals, network
personnel, forensic examiners, attorneys, and law
enforcement working with the inner-workings of
computer memory and malicious code. * Winner of
Best Book Bejtlich read in 2008! *
http://taosecurity.blogspot.com/2008/12/best-book-
bejtlich-read-in-2008.html * Authors have
investigated and prosecuted federal malware cases,
which allows them to provide unparalleled insight
to the reader. * First book to detail how to
perform live forensic techniques on malicous code.
* In addition to the technical topics discussed,
this book also offers critical legal
considerations addressing the legal ramifications
and requirements governing the subject matter
  Malware Detection Mihai Christodorescu,Somesh
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Jha,Douglas Maughan,Dawn Song,Cliff
Wang,2007-03-06 This book captures the state of
the art research in the area of malicious code
detection, prevention and mitigation. It contains
cutting-edge behavior-based techniques to analyze
and detect obfuscated malware. The book analyzes
current trends in malware activity online,
including botnets and malicious code for profit,
and it proposes effective models for detection and
prevention of attacks using. Furthermore, the book
introduces novel techniques for creating services
that protect their own integrity and safety, plus
the data they manage.
  Malware Forensics Field Guide for Windows
Systems Cameron H. Malin,Eoghan Casey,James M.
Aquilina,2012-05-11 Malware Forensics Field Guide
for Windows Systems is a handy reference that
shows students the essential tools needed to do
computer forensics analysis at the crime scene. It
is part of Syngress Digital Forensics Field
Guides, a series of companions for any digital and
computer forensic student, investigator or
analyst. Each Guide is a toolkit, with checklists
for specific tasks, case studies of difficult
situations, and expert analyst tips that will aid
in recovering data from digital media that will be
used in criminal prosecution. This book collects
data from all methods of electronic data storage
and transfer devices, including computers,
laptops, PDAs and the images, spreadsheets and
other types of files stored on these devices. It
is specific for Windows-based systems, the largest
running OS in the world. The authors are world-
renowned leaders in investigating and analyzing
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malicious code. Chapters cover malware incident
response - volatile data collection and
examination on a live Windows system; analysis of
physical and process memory dumps for malware
artifacts; post-mortem forensics - discovering and
extracting malware and associated artifacts from
Windows systems; legal considerations; file
identification and profiling initial analysis of a
suspect file on a Windows system; and analysis of
a suspect program. This field guide is intended
for computer forensic investigators, analysts, and
specialists. A condensed hand-held guide complete
with on-the-job tasks and checklists Specific for
Windows-based systems, the largest running OS in
the world Authors are world-renowned leaders in
investigating and analyzing malicious code
  Crime Science Melissa J Smith,Nick
Tilley,2013-06-17 This book provides an
introduction to crime science, setting out its
essentials. It provides a major statement of the
nature and aspirations of crime science, and
presents a series of case studies providing
examples, in different settings, of the approach
in action, ranging from preventing crime within
correctional institutions to the use of techniques
such as DNA fast tracking for burglary.
  Hacking Wireless Networks For Dummies Kevin
Beaver,Peter T. Davis,2011-05-09 Become a cyber-
hero - know the common wireless weaknesses Reading
a book like this one is a worthy endeavor
towardbecoming an experienced wireless security
professional. --Devin Akin - CTO, The Certified
Wireless Network Professional(CWNP) Program
Wireless networks are so convenient - not only for
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you, but alsofor those nefarious types who'd like
to invade them. The only wayto know if your system
can be penetrated is to simulate an attack.This
book shows you how, along with how to strengthen
any weakspots you find in your network's armor.
Discover how to: Perform ethical hacks without
compromising a system Combat denial of service and
WEP attacks Understand how invaders think
Recognize the effects of different hacks Protect
against war drivers and rogue devices
  Essential Computer Security: Everyone's Guide to
Email, Internet, and Wireless Security T.
Bradley,2006-11-08 Essential Computer Security
provides the vast home user and small office
computer market with the information they must
know in order to understand the risks of computing
on the Internet and what they can do to protect
themselves. Tony Bradley is the Guide for the
About.com site for Internet Network Security. In
his role managing the content for a site that has
over 600,000 page views per month and a weekly
newsletter with 25,000 subscribers, Tony has
learned how to talk to people, everyday people,
about computer security. Intended for the security
illiterate, Essential Computer Security is a
source of jargon-less advice everyone needs to
operate their computer securely. * Written in easy
to understand non-technical language that novices
can comprehend * Provides detailed coverage of the
essential security subjects that everyone needs to
know * Covers just enough information to educate
without being overwhelming
  Google Hacking for Penetration Testers Johnny
Long,2004-12-17 Google, the most popular search
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engine worldwide, provides web surfers with an
easy-to-use guide to the Internet, with web and
image searches, language translation, and a range
of features that make web navigation simple enough
for even the novice user. What many users don’t
realize is that the deceptively simple components
that make Google so easy to use are the same
features that generously unlock security flaws for
the malicious hacker. Vulnerabilities in website
security can be discovered through Google hacking,
techniques applied to the search engine by
computer criminals, identity thieves, and even
terrorists to uncover secure information. This
book beats Google hackers to the punch, equipping
web administrators with penetration testing
applications to ensure their site is invulnerable
to a hacker’s search. Penetration Testing with
Google Hacks explores the explosive growth of a
technique known as Google Hacking. When the modern
security landscape includes such heady topics as
blind SQL injection and integer overflows, it's
refreshing to see such a deceptively simple tool
bent to achieve such amazing results; this is
hacking in the purest sense of the word. Readers
will learn how to torque Google to detect SQL
injection points and login portals, execute port
scans and CGI scans, fingerprint web servers,
locate incredible information caches such as
firewall and IDS logs, password databases, SQL
dumps and much more - all without sending a single
packet to the target! Borrowing the techniques
pioneered by malicious Google hackers, this talk
aims to show security practitioners how to
properly protect clients from this often
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overlooked and dangerous form of information
leakage. *First book about Google targeting IT
professionals and security leaks through web
browsing. *Author Johnny Long, the authority on
Google hacking, will be speaking about Google
Hacking at the Black Hat 2004 Briefing. His
presentation on penetrating security flaws with
Google is expected to create a lot of buzz and
exposure for the topic. *Johnny Long's Web site
hosts the largest repository of Google security
exposures and is the most popular destination for
security professionals who want to learn about the
dark side of Google.
  The Shockwave Rider John Brunner,2011-09-29 He
was the most dangerous fugitive alive, but he
didn't exist! Nickie Haflinger had lived a score
of lifetimes . . . but technically he didn't
exist. He was a fugitive from Tarnover, the high-
powered government think tank that had educated
him. First he had broken his identity code - then
he escaped. Now he had to find a way to restore
sanity and personal freedom to the computerised
masses and to save a world tottering on the brink
of disaster. He didn't care how he did it . . .
but the government did. That's when his Tarnover
teachers got him back in their labs . . . and
Nickie Haflinger was set up for a whole new
education! First published in 1975.
  Defense and Detection Strategies Against
Internet Worms Jose Nazario,2004 Annotation Along
with the enormous growth of the Internet, threats
to computers are increasing in severity. This is
the first book focused exclusively on Internet
worms, offering computer and network security
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professionals solid worm detection and defense
strategies for their work in the field.
  Writing Secure Code Michael Howard,David
LeBlanc,2003 Covers topics such as the importance
of secure systems, threat modeling, canonical
representation issues, solving database input,
denial-of-service attacks, and security code
reviews and checklists.
  ESEC '89 Carlo Ghezzi,1989 The book is concerned
with the broad topic of software engineering. It
comprises the proceedings of the European Software
Engineering Conference (ESEC) held at the
University of Warwick in the United Kingdom in
September 1989 and its primary purpose is to
summarise the state of the art in software
engineering as represented by the papers at that
conference. The material covers both submitted
papers and a number of invited papers given at the
conference. The topics covered include: metrics
and measurement, software process modelling,
formal methods including their use in industry,
software configuration management, software
development environments, and requirements
engineering. The book is most likely to be of
interest to researchers and professionals working
in the field of software development. The primary
value of the book is that it gives an up-to-date
treatment of its subject material and includes
some interesting discussions of the transfer of
research ideas into industrial practice.
  Self-Sustaining Systems Robert Hirschfeld,Kim
Rose,2008-10-22 This book constitutes the refereed
proceedings of the First Workshop on Self-
sustaining Systems, S3, held in Potsdam, Germany,
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in May 2008. S3 is a forum for discussion of
topics relating to computer systems and languages
that are able to bootstrap, implement, modify, and
maintain themselves. One property of these systems
is that their implementation is based on small but
powerful abstractions; examples include (amongst
others) Squeak/Smalltalk, COLA, Klein/Self,
PyPy/Python, Rubinius/Ruby, and Lisp. Such systems
are the engines of their own replacement, giving
researchers and developers great power to
experiment with, and explore future directions
from within their own small language kernels.
  Guide to Industrial Control Systems (ICS)
Security Keith Stouffer,2015
  Computer Security William Stallings,Lawrie
Brown,2012-02-28 This is the eBook of the printed
book and may not include any media, website access
codes, or print supplements that may come packaged
with the bound book. Computer Security: Principles
and Practice, 2e, is ideal for courses in
Computer/Network Security. In recent years, the
need for education in computer security and
related topics has grown dramatically – and is
essential for anyone studying Computer Science or
Computer Engineering. This is the only text
available to provide integrated, comprehensive,
up-to-date coverage of the broad range of topics
in this subject. In addition to an extensive
pedagogical program, the book provides
unparalleled support for both research and
modeling projects, giving students a broader
perspective. The Text and Academic Authors
Association named Computer Security: Principles
and Practice, 1e, the winner of the Textbook
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Excellence Award for the best Computer Science
textbook of 2008.
  Cyber-security of SCADA and Other Industrial
Control Systems Edward J. M. Colbert,Alexander
Kott,2016-08-23 This book provides a comprehensive
overview of the fundamental security of Industrial
Control Systems (ICSs), including Supervisory
Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA) systems and
touching on cyber-physical systems in general.
Careful attention is given to providing the reader
with clear and comprehensive background and
reference material for each topic pertinent to ICS
security. This book offers answers to such
questions as: Which specific operating and
security issues may lead to a loss of efficiency
and operation? What methods can be used to monitor
and protect my system? How can I design my system
to reduce threats?This book offers chapters on ICS
cyber threats, attacks, metrics, risk, situational
awareness, intrusion detection, and security
testing, providing an advantageous reference set
for current system owners who wish to securely
configure and operate their ICSs. This book is
appropriate for non-specialists as well. Tutorial
information is provided in two initial chapters
and in the beginnings of other chapters as needed.
The book concludes with advanced topics on ICS
governance, responses to attacks on ICS, and
future security of the Internet of Things.
  Crimes of the Internet Frank Schmalleger,Michael
Pittaro,2009 This book contains 31 original
scholarly articles on all aspects of cybercrime--
from emerging global crimes of the Internet, to
criminological perspectives on cybercrime to
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investigating and prosecuting cybercrimes.
Offering a collection of previously unpublished
works, this book examines emerging global crimes,
challenges faced by law enforcement, and the
underlying reasons for the rise in such
activities. Through a variety of essays, it
explores the role of the cybercriminal, the
victim, and the cybercriminal's impact on the
criminal justice system. MARKET: A reference for
practicing criminal justice professionals as well
as private investigators.
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organizations.
Thankfully, there are
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users to download free
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offers a seamless
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academic resources,
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free PDFs of research
papers and scientific
articles. One such
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which allows researchers
and scholars to share
their work with a global
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research papers, theses,
and dissertations
covering a wide range of
subjects. Academia.edu
also provides a platform
for discussions and
networking within the
academic community. When
it comes to downloading
W32Zotob Worm And Its
Variants Removal free
PDF files of magazines,
brochures, and catalogs,
Issuu is a popular
choice. This digital
publishing platform
hosts a vast collection
of publications from
around the world. Users
can search for specific
titles or explore
various categories and
genres. Issuu offers a
seamless reading
experience with its
user-friendly interface
and allows users to
download PDF files for
offline reading. Apart
from dedicated
platforms, search
engines also play a
crucial role in finding
free PDF files. Google,

for instance, has an
advanced search feature
that allows users to
filter results by file
type. By specifying the
file type as "PDF,"
users can find websites
that offer free PDF
downloads on a specific
topic. While downloading
W32Zotob Worm And Its
Variants Removal free
PDF files is convenient,
its important to note
that copyright laws must
be respected. Always
ensure that the PDF
files you download are
legally available for
free. Many authors and
publishers voluntarily
provide free PDF
versions of their work,
but its essential to be
cautious and verify the
authenticity of the
source before
downloading W32Zotob
Worm And Its Variants
Removal. In conclusion,
the internet offers
numerous platforms and
websites that allow
users to download free
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PDF files legally.
Whether its classic
literature, research
papers, or magazines,
there is something for
everyone. The platforms
mentioned in this
article, such as Project
Gutenberg, Open Library,
Academia.edu, and Issuu,
provide access to a vast
collection of PDF files.
However, users should
always be cautious and
verify the legality of
the source before
downloading W32Zotob
Worm And Its Variants
Removal any PDF files.
With these platforms,
the world of PDF
downloads is just a
click away.
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handbook covers all the
key aspects of EEG
interpretation. Arranged
in an easy-to-use
format, the text covers
the value of EEG,
practical tips on ...
Primer of EEG With a
Mini-Atlas - Neurology®
Journals by AR King ·
2004 — This is a primer
of EEG with a mini
atlas: a book designed
to be a quick and user-
friendly reference.
Primer of EEG With a
Mini-Atlas Primer of EEG
With a Mini-Atlas.
Allison R. King,
MDAuthors Info &
Affiliations. May 11,
2004 issue. 62 (9) 1657.
https://doi.org/10.1212/
WNL.62.9.1657.
Letters ... Primer of
EEG: With a Mini-atlas
This practical handbook
covers all the key
aspects of EEG
interpretation. Arranged
in an easy-to-use
format. Primer of EEG
with a Mini-Atlas -
Pediatric Neurology by D

Talwar · 2004 · Cited by
5 — Primer of
electrencephalogram
(EEG) addresses the
basic technical and
clinical aspects of EEG
in a concise and easily
readable format. PRIMER
OF EEG, A WITH A MINI-
ATLAS This practical
handbook covers all the
key aspects of EEG
interpretation. Arranged
in an easy-to-use
format, the text covers
the value of EEG,
practical tips on ...
Primer of EEG: With A
Mini-Atlas - Rowan MD,
A. James This practical
handbook covers all the
key aspects of EEG
interpretation. Arranged
in an easy-to-use
format, the text covers
the value of EEG, ...
Primer of EEG: With A
Mini-Atlas book by A.
James Rowan This
practical handbook
covers all the key
aspects of EEG
interpretation. Arranged
in an easy-to-use
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format, the text covers
the value of EEG, ...
Primer Eeg Mini Atlas by
James Rowan Primer of
EEG: With A Mini-Atlas
by Rowan MD, A. James,
Tolunsky MD, Eugene and
a great selection of
related books, art and
collectibles available
now at ... Rowan's
Primer of EEG -
9780323353878 The new
edition of Rowan's
Primer of EEG continues
to provide clear,
concise guidance on the
difficult technical
aspects of how to
perform and interpret
EEGs. Kimball 700
Swinger Owner's Manual:
Featuring The ... Find
Kimball 700 Swinger
Owner's Manual:
Featuring The
Entertainer/III by
Kimball. Need Kimball
Swinger 700 wiring
diagrams Trying to
repair power module for
a Kimball Swinger 700
organ but unable to find
any wiring schematic

manuals. Anyone know
where I might locate
one? Thank ... I have a
Kimball Swinger 700 ....
Haven't played for a
while Nov 4, 2020 — I
have a Kimball Swinger
700 .... Haven't played
for a while but sat down
Sunday turned on switch
and no sound. Lights
over keyboard came
on ... I am searching
for a service manual or
owners manual on a ...
Oct 12, 2010 — I am
searching for a service
manual or owners manual
on a Kimball Syntha
Swinger Model 1100
entertainer II organ.
Kimball Swinger 700 Apr
10, 2010 — Hello, I am
new to organs. I
recently recieved a
Swinger 700. It is in
very good condition,
barely a scratch on it.
Drum Machine from
Kimball 700 Swinger Mar
30, 2012 — I'm looking
to use this drum machine
as a standalone unit and
wondering if anyone else
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has done anything
similar. I'm trying to
find the voltage ...
Removing a drum machine
from a Kimball 700 Organ
to ... Jul 27, 2012 —
Hey, just removed a drum
machine from a Kimball
700 Swinger organ I
found at a thrift shop
... But the service
manual for the organ
said -32V was ... Organ
Blue Book - 1985-1986
Same specs as DX-700A/1
700 plus: Additional
Voices, Drawbars, and.
Presets ... Swinger
Rhythm (12) w/Swinger.
Bass, Magic Bass, Keyed
Rhythm. Magic Memory ...
Kimball Organ: Books
Swinger Organ Course:
The INS and Outs of the
FUN Machine: A Guided
Tour of the Care and
Maintenance of Your New
Swinger 580 ... Service
Manual Kimball
Player ... Kimball Organ
Service Manuals We have
a variety of original
Kimball organ service
manuals. Message us

before buying with the
particular model you are
looking for. Price is
for ONE SERVICE ...
ADVANCED ACCOUNTING-
W/ACCESS This view
equips students to
analyze and assess
future reporting
developments. This book
is the product of
extensive market
research including focus
groups, ... Advanced
Accounting Hamlen
Huefner Largay Second
... A book that does not
look new and has been
read but is in excellent
condition. No obvious
damage to the cover,
with the dust jacket (if
applicable) included ...
Advanced Accounting 2nd
(second) Edition by
Hamlen ... Advanced
Accounting 2nd (second)
Edition by Hamlen,
Huefner, Largay
published by Cambridge
Business Publishers
(2013) on Amazon.com.
Advanced Accounting, 5e
Professor Hamlen is the
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author of Advanced
Accounting 4e and
previously co-authored
12 editions of advanced
accounting texts. She
has taught courses
in ... Susan Hamlen |
Get Textbooks (2nd
Edition) Advanced
Accounting (Second
Edition) by Ronald J.
Huefner, Susan S.
Hamlen, James A. Largay
Hardcover, 703 Pages,
Published 2014 by
Cambridge ... Advanced
Accounting - By Susan S.
Hamlen Advanced
Accounting by By Susan
S. Hamlen - ISBN 10:
1618532618 - ISBN 13 ...
"synopsis" may belong to
another edition of this
title.
PublisherCambridge ...
Hamlen Hamlen | Get
Textbooks Title(2nd
Edition) Advanced
Accounting (Second
Edition) by Ronald J.
Huefner, Susan S.
Hamlen, James A. Largay
Hardcover, 703 Pages,
Published 2014 by ...

Advanced Accounting by
Huefner Largay Hamlen
Free Shipping - ISBN:
9781618530059 - 2nd
Edition - Hardcover -
Cambridge Business
Publishers - 2013 -
Condition: New - New!
This book is in the
same ... Test Bank For
Advanced Accounting 2nd
Edition Hamlen What is
the entry to record
receipt of interest and
principal on December
31, 2016, assuming no
impairment on the bond
throughout its life? a.
Cash 104,000 Susan
Hamlen Solutions
Advanced Accounting 4th
Edition 110 Problems
solved, Susan Hamlen.
Advanced Accounting 2nd
Edition
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